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Abstract. End-to-end Frameworks with Connectionist Temporal Clas-
sification (CTC) have achieved great success in text recognition. Despite
high accuracies with deep learning, CTC-based text recognition meth-
ods also suffer from poor alignment (character boundary positioning)
in many applications. To address this issue, we propose an end-to-end
text recognition method based on robust prototype learning. In the new
CTC framework, we formulate the blank as the rejection of character
classes and use the one-vs-all prototype classifier as the output layer of
the convolutional neural network. For network learning, based on forced
alignment between frames and character labels, the most aligned frame
is up-weighted in CTC training strategy to reduce estimation errors in
decoding. Experiments of handwritten text recognition on four bench-
mark datasets of different languages show that the proposed method
consistently improves the accuracy and alignment of CTC-based text
recognition baseline.

Keywords: Text Recognition · Connectionist Temporal Classification
· Convolutional Prototype Network · Frame Alignment · Most Aligned
Frame.

1 Introduction

Text (character string) recognition, as an important sequence labeling problem,
has been widely studied by researchers in industry and academia. Text recogni-
tion has potential applications in many scenarios, such as street number read-
ing, bank checks, mail sorting, and historical documents. Due to the complexity
of image layout, the diversity of handwriting styles, and the variety of image
backgrounds, text recognition is remaining a challenging task. Taking advantage
of deep learning approaches, text recognition has been largely advanced in re-
cent years. Especially, the Connectionist Temporal Classification(CTC) [8] and
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attention-based end-to-end frameworks, representing the state-of-the-art, have
achieved superior results in many text recognition works.

Early CTC-based methods [27] used hand-crafted image features such as his-
togram of oriented gradient (HOG), and recurrent neural network (RNN) for
context modeling. Replacing HOG with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
Shi et al. [24] proposed an end-to-end model in scene text recognition named
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN). Yin et al. [40] proposed a
new framework using CNN for sliding-window-based classification to enable par-
allel training and decoding. The sliding-window-based method not only achieves
better performance but also largely reduces model parameters and computation
cost. As for attention-based methods, since firstly applied to scene text recog-
nition by Shi et al. [25], this framework has been followed by many researchers.
Combining with the attention mechanism, RNN integrates global information at
each step and directly outputs the decoding results. In addition to the flexibility
of decoding from 1D to 2D alignment, the attention framework can also mem-
orize semantic information to improve the recognition accuracy in scene text
recognition.

Despite the great success of end-to-end frameworks in text recognition, there
are remaining problems. One problem is the inaccurate character position align-
ment, although the final recognition result (transcript) is correct. This is due to
the mismatch between the confidence peak and the true position of the charac-
ter in CTC-based methods [19]. For the attention-based methods, the current
decoding step depends on outputs of previous steps, so once attention maps
deviate from the character position, the accumulation of errors will appear [3].
Besides, the model confidence will also directly affect the recognition accuracy.
With more accurate model confidence, higher model recognition performance
can be reached.

To improve the character alignment and alleviate the overconfidence prob-
lem of the state-of-the-art frameworks, we propose an end-to-end text recog-
nition method using convolutional prototype network (CPN) [37], and most
aligned frame based CTC training. CPN is used to replace conventional CNN
for sliding-window-based character classification based on the nearest prototype
in convolutional feature space. In our prototype learning framework, the blank
symbol can be regarded as the rejection of character classes with more reliable
confidence than linear classification. In CPN training, the prototype loss (PL)
loss is similar to the maximum likelihood regularization proposed in [17], which
can improve the intra-class compactness in feature representation. To better
differentiate between character classes and background (blank), we use one-vs-
all prototype learning [38]. Also, to better exploit character samples in CPN
training, we propose a Most Aligned Frame Selection (MAFS) based training
strategy. By estimating the most aligned frames of characters in a text image,
the sequence labeling problem is transformed into a character classification prob-
lem, thereby both the network training and the recognition are improved. We
conducted experiments on four handwritten text datasets ORAND-CAR, CVL
HDS (digit strings), IAM (English), and ICDAR-2013 (Chinese). The experi-
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mental results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method compared
with the baseline, and the benefits of both CPN and MAFS are justified.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some re-
lated works. Section 3 describes our proposed methods with CPN and MAFS
based training. Section 4 presents our experimental results, and Section 5 draws
concluding remarks.

2 Related Work

2.1 Text Recognation

Before the prosperity of end-to-end text recognition methods, over-segmentation-
based methods with character classification and Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
modeling were mostly used for Chinese and Latin handwriting [30] [6]. Along
with advances in deep learning, end-to-end methods have gradually become
dominant in text recognition. Shi et al. [24] proposed an end-to-end RNN-CTC
framework, which improves the image feature representation with CNN. This
Convolutional RNN (CRNN) has gained success in various scenarios. For exam-
ple, Zhan et al. [42] applied the RNN-CTC model to handwritten digit string
recognition and obtained improved recognition accuracy. Ly et al. [20] used the
CRNN framework in historical document recognition. Yin et al. [40] proposed
a pure CNN-based model with sliding window classification and CTC decod-
ing. With much fewer parameters and faster calculation speed than CRNN, the
sliding-window-based model achieves better recognition results. As for attention-
based methods, Shi et al. [25] first proposed an end-to-end framework with RNN
and attention for scene text recognition. Since then, attention-based methods [4]
[26] [32] have become popular in text recognition tasks. Recently, Bartz et al.
[1] replaced the RNN-attention part with the transformer and achieved further
improvements.

2.2 Prototype Learning

Prototype learning is a classical and representative method in pattern recogni-
tion. The predecessor of prototype learning is k-nearest-neighbor (KNN) classi-
fication. To reduce the storage space and computation resources of KNN, pro-
totype reduction and learning methods (including learning vector quantization
(LVQ) [11]) have been proposed. Among the methods, some designed suitable
updating conditions and rules to learn the prototypes [15] [13], while others
treated prototypes as learnable parameters and learned the prototypes through
optimizing the related loss functions [22] [23] [9]. A detailed review and evalua-
tion of prototype learning methods can be found in [16]. As for text recognition,
prototype learning [17] [30] is also widely used before the advent of deep learning.
Previous prototype-based methods mainly employ hand-crafted features before
the arrival of CNN. Yang et al. [37] combined the prototype classifier with deep
convolutional neural networks and proposed a convolutional prototype network
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(CPN) for high accuracy and robust pattern classification. They show that CPN
with one-vs-all training can give better performance of open set recognition
(classifying known-class samples while rejecting unknown-class samples) [38].

3 Method

We use the sliding-window model and CTC training proposed in [40] as the text
recognition framework (see Fig.1). Based on the CTC analysis, we firstly trans-
form the CTC loss into a cross-entropy between pseudo-label distributions and
probabilities output by the neural network. Then the cross-entropy loss is im-
proved based on the CPN model and MAFS method for robust text recognition.

Sliding
Window

Input

Convolutional Neural Network Feature 
Extraction

Prototype
Classifier

Loss 
Function

CTC Loss 

blank

class 1

class 3 class n

...

class 2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 1: An illustration of our text recognition based on convolutional prototype
learning

3.1 Outline and analysis of CTC

In the CTC recognition framework, the input is a T length sequence Y =
{y1, y2, ...yT }, where yi is a L′-dimension vector from the neural network out-
put. Except for the L characters to be recognized, there is also a blank class, so
L′ = L+ blank.

CTC is not only a loss but also a decoding algorithm B i.e. removing the
repeated labels then all blanks from the given path. By concatenating one pre-
diction of each frame at all time-steps, a path is formed. The probability of a
path is defined as
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p(π|Y ) =

T∏
t=1

ytπt ,∀π ∈ L
′T , (1)

where ytπt is the probability passing through path π at frame t. Given a sequence
label l, a feasible path is defined as the path that can map onto l via B. During
training, the probabilities of all feasible paths are added up as the posterior
probability P (l|Y ) and the negative logarithm of P (l|Y ) is taken as the objective
function:

p(l|Y ) =
∑

π∈B−1(l)

p(π|Y ). (2)

LossCTC = − log p(l|Y ), (3)

Then the loss partial differential concerning ytk is computed as:

∂LossCTC
∂ytk

= − 1

p(l|Y )ytk

∑
{π|π∈B−1(l),πt=k}

p(π|Y ). (4)

We rewrite Eq.(4) as

∂LossCTC
∂ytk

= −
∑
{π|π∈B−1(l),πt=k} p(π|Y )

p(l|Y )

∂ log ytk
∂ytk

= −ztk
∂ log ytk
∂ytk

, (5)

where we regard ztk =
∑
{π|π∈B−1(l),πt=k}

p(π|Y )

p(l|Y ) , k = 0, ..., L′ − 1, as the pseudo-

label distribution in the CTC decoding graph at frame t. When ztk is regarded as
a constant, we can find that Eq.(5) is a derivative form of a cross-entropy between
ztk and ytk. So CTC loss is equivalent to the cross-entropy between pseudo-label
distributions and classifier outputs:

LossCE = LossCTC = −
∑
t

∑
k

ztk log ytk. (6)

Based on the above formulation, we can divide CTC training in each iteration
into two steps (see Fig.2): pseudo-label estimation and cross-entropy training.
The first step is to estimate the pseudo-label distribution for each frame using the
model output Y and the ground truth l. Secondly, update the model parameters
with the cross-entropy criteria. In this step, the pseudo-label distribution plays a
similar role to the one-hot label used in the classification task. Therefore, CTC
loss is an alternate-updating process, where the classifier output and pseudo-
label distribution interact with each other and become more and more accurate.

As we know in [7], to facilitate the calculation of loss, CTC introduces a
one-way graph G based on the extended ground truth l′. For example in Fig.2,
ground truth l = {A, P , P} and l′ ={blank, A, blank, P , blank, P , blank},
and l′(n) means the character of the n-th element in l′. Following this setting
and the definition of pseudo-label distribution zt, we can define raw pseudo-label
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Fig. 2: CTC in two steps

distribution as rtn =
∑
{π|π∈B−1(l),πt=l

′(n)} p(π|Y )

p(l|Y ) , which is the probability distri-

bution in the CTC decoding graph at frame t concerning to the n-th node. Using
raw pseudo-label distribution rtn, we can compute pseudo-label distribution as
ztk =

∑
l′(n)=k r

t
n. For the class k not appearing in the ground truth (except for

blank), ztk = 0.
Eq.(6) indicates that reliable confidence can improve the pseudo-label esti-

mation, thereby making the model performance accurate. So we use CPN instead
of the CNN model for a better confidence estimation. On the other hand, the
most aligned frames corresponding to the ground truth are more important for
training. So we can use the MAFS method to improve CTC training.

3.2 One-vs-All Prototype Learning

In the CTC recognition framework, the classifier-output confidence ytk is di-
rectly used for training or decoding as in Eq.(6). Although the linear classifier
has achieved excellent recognition results in [40], the confidence is still not ro-
bust enough. Therefore, we use the convolutional prototype network to improve
pseudo-label estimation and cross-entropy training in CTC. Prototype learning
is to train one or more prototypes for each class and use the idea of template
matching to classify samples. In our work, for simplicity, we use only one pro-
totype for each character class. We assume that each character class presents
a standard Gaussian distribution in the feature space, so Euclidean distance is
used to describe the similarity between each sample and the prototype. But as
for blank, a class describing all non-character samples in the CTC framework,
Gaussian assumption seems unreasonable. So we choose not to learn the proto-
type of blank but estimate its probability as the rejection of characters. Then
we take inspiration from Liu’s [14] work and merge multiple two-class classifiers
to build One-vs-All prototype learning.
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We use the prototypes of L classes to construct L two-class classifiers,

mt
k = Sigmoid(−τ(dtk − Tk)), (7)

dtk = ||f(xt)− pk||2, (8)

where dk is the Euclidean distance between the feature map f(xt) of frame t
and the prototype pk of class k. Tk is a learnable threshold and τ is a predefined
temperature coefficient, which is set to 5 in our experiment. We can regard mt

k

as the confidence of a two-class classifier whether frame t belongs to class k. For
the L classifiers, we follow the principle in [14] to calculate the confidence ytk in
Eq.(6),

ytk = A−1mk

∏
ko 6=k

(1−mt
ko), k ∈ {k|k 6= blank} (9)

ytblank = A−1
∏
ko

(1−mt
ko) (10)

At =
∑

k 6=blank

mt
k

∏
ko 6=k

(1−mt
ko) +

∏
ko

(1−mt
ko), (11)

where At is a normalization factor.

In addition to optimize the cross-entropy in Eq.(6), the prototype loss is also
added according to Yang et al. [37],

Loss = LossCE + αLosspl, (12)

where α is set to 0.01 in our experiment.

The difficulty of applying prototype learning to text recognition is that the
ground truth of each frame is unknown, so it is impossible to gather samples
of a certain class around the corresponding prototype. With the pseudo-label
distribution zt for weighting, this problem can be solved,

Losspl =
∑
t

∑
k 6=blank

ztk||f(xt)− pk||2. (13)

Based on the prototype classifier and its loss function, we can make text recog-
nition more robust.

3.3 Most Aligned Frame Selection Based Training

As discussed at the end of Sec.3.1, by selecting the most aligned frames with the
ground truth for training, the model can converge better.

Based on the raw pseudo-label distribution rt, the probability of frame t
aligned with the c-th character in the ground truth can be computed as Fc(t) =
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rt2c+1∑
t r
t
2c+1

, where we regard t as a random variable confirming to Gaussian distri-

bution. Then the most aligned frame can be achieved with the expectation of
t,

tc = Round(
∑
t

t ·
rt2c+1∑
t r
t
2c+1

), (14)

where tc means the most aligned frame of the c-th character in the ground truth
and Round(·) is a rounding function. Here, smaller is the variance, more credible
is expectation estimation. So only when the variance is smaller than a certain
threshold (1 in our work), the most aligned frame of the character can be used
for training. Otherwise, if the decoding result with pseudo-label distribution is
consistent with the ground truth, the probability distribution rt is confident and
then the most aligned frames of this text sample can also be used for training.
A schematic diagram of the method can be seen in Fig. 3.

Text Image:

Raw Pseudo-labels:

Most Aligned Frames

Fig. 3: An illustration of most aligned frame selection

In the training process, for high confidence of most aligned frames, we use the
selected most aligned frame with the one-hot label of the corresponding class.
Besides, to reduce the influence of other frames and blank frames, we still use
the pseudo-label distribution but multiply by the weakening coefficients γ before
the loss. The new CE loss function can be written as,

LossCE = −γ
∑

(t,k)/∈Ω

ztk log ytk −
∑

(t,k)∈Ω

log ytk, (15)

where Ω indicates the set of the most aligned frames with labels. In the ex-
periment, we choose 0.5 as the weakening coefficient γ of the non-most aligned
frame.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

In our experiment, four public datasets are used to evaluate our handwritten text
recognition method. Two of them are handwritten digit strings named ORAND-
CAR [5] and Computer Vision Lab Handwritten Digit String (CVL HDS, or CVL
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for short) [5], the third is an English text line dataset named IAM [21] and the
last one is a Chinese handwritten dataset named ICDAR-2013 [39].

ORAND-CAR consists of 11719 images obtained from the Courtesy Amount
Recognition (CAR) field of real bank checks. It can be divided into two sub-
datasets CAR-A and CAR-B with different data sources. CAR-A has 2009 im-
ages for training and 3784 images for testing, while CAR-B consists of 3000
training images and 2926 testing images.

CVL HDS has been collected mostly amongst students of the Vienna Uni-
versity of Technology. 7960 images from 300 writers are collected, where only
1262 images are in the training set and the other 6698 images are for testing.

IAM contains unconstrained handwritten texts collected from 657 writers.
As an English handwritten dataset, there are 79 categories, including numbers,
letters, and punctuation. It contains 6,482 lines in the training set, 976 lines in
the validation set, and 2,915 lines in the test set.

As for the Chinese handwritten dataset, we set the training set as CASIA-
HWDB [18], which is divided into six sub-datasets. CASIA-HWDB1.0-1.2 con-
sists of individual character samples, while CASIA-HWDB2.0-2.2 samples are
handwritten text line images. There are 3118477 character images with 7356
classes and 41781 text lines with 2703 categories in the training set (816 writers
out of 1020). For the test dataset ICDAR-2013, there are 3432 text line im-
ages. In our experiments, training sets of CASIA-HWDB are used for the model
training.

All datasets are the only line labeled without character boundaries. So for
the alignment experiment, we use MNIST handwritten digital dataset [12] for
string synthesis and model evaluation.

4.2 Implementation Details

We use the sliding-window-based model [40] as the baseline, where the text image
is divided into multiple windows equidistantly and then directly recognized by
CNN. We use the same network structure as [40], but choose different sizes of
windows according to different databases. In digit string recognition task, images
are resized and padded to 32× 256, and multi-scale windows are used with the
size of 32×24, 32×28, 32×32. As for IAM dataset, image height is scaled to 32,
width is scaled proportionally and multi-scale window sizes are set to 32 × 24,
32× 32, 32× 40. Models shift with step 4 in both experiments. For the Chinese
handwritten dataset, we use character images in CASIA-HWDB1.0-1.2 training
set to synthesize 1,250,000 text images and train the network together with the
real text samples in CASIA-HWDB2.0-2.2. We scale the image to a width of 64,
the multi-scale window to be 64× 48, 64× 64, 64× 80, and the window step size
to 8.

In the training process of digit string recognition, we first use the Adam op-
timizer [10] to train our network with a batch size of 32. The initial learning rate
is 3×10−4. After trained for 50 epochs, we switch to Stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) with a learning rate 1× 10−4. After another 50 epochs, the learning rate
is reduced by 0.3 times and then trained again for 50 epochs. For CVL HDS, due
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Table 1: String accuracies of different models on the handwritten digital dataset.

Methods CAR-A CAR-B CVL HDS

Pernambuco [5] 0.7830 0.7543 0.5860

BeiJing [5] 0.8073 0.7013 0.8529

FSPP [29] 0.8261 0.8332 0.7923

CRNN [24] 0.8801 0.8979 0.2601

ResNet-RNN [42] 0.8975 0.9114 0.2704

DenseNet [41] 0.9220 0.9402 0.4269

Sliding-Window [40] 0.9337 0.9357 0.8010

Sliding-Window + CPN 0.9430 0.9445 0.8425

Sliding-Window + MAFS 0.9447 0.9425 0.8356

Sliding-Window + CPN + MAFS 0.9483 0.9470 0.8512

to the lack of training samples, a model with random initialization is not easy to
converge. So we use the model trained on CAR-A for ten epochs as initialization.
In the handwritten English and Chinese recognition task, we only use the Adam
optimizer with the initial learning rate of 3 × 10−4, randomly initialized model
can converge well.

4.3 Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods

For handwritten digital strings, we compare our methods with state-of-the-art
approaches in Table 1. On the ORAND-CAR dataset, our method achieves the
best performance and can reduce the error rate by 25% in the best case. On
the CVL dataset, based on careful initialization, our end-to-end framework has
almost the same performance as Beijing [5] and achieves state-of-the-art recog-
nition accuracy among the deep-learning-based methods. The Beijing method
manually segments each training text image into characters for classifier train-
ing, while our method can train the model with only line labels and so is more
practical for practical application.

Since the digit string datasets do not have context information, it is not suit-
able for attention-based methods. But for English text recognition, the attention-
based model is also listed in Table 2. In the comparison, we only scale each image
to a height of 32 but achieve better performance. As shown in Table 2, our pro-
posed method has achieved the best recognition results in both character error
rate (CER) and word error rate (WER). We visualize some recognition results
in Fig. 4.

We also conducted experiments on the Chinese handwriting dataset, using
the 5-gram statistical model trained by Wu et al. [36]. The experimental results
are shown in Table 3. We can also find that in large-category database, the
training strategy based on the most aligned frame and the character classifier
based on the convolution prototype can still improve the recognition performance
of the model, which also verifies the effectiveness of our methods.
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Table 2: Results of different models on the dataset IAM. (CER: character error
rate; WER: word error rate.)

Methods CER WER

Salvador et al. [6] 9.8 22.4

Bluche [2] 7.9 24.6

Sueiras et al. [28] 8.8 23.8

Zhang et al. [43] 8.5 22.2

DAN [32] 6.4 19.6

Sliding-Window 6.6 18.8

Sliding-Window + CPN 6.1 18.1

Sliding-Window + MAFS 6.2 17.9

Sliding-Window + CPN + MAFS 5.8 17.8

Table 3: Results on the Chinese handwritten text dataset ICDAR-2013. (CR:
correct rate; AR: accurate rate [35])

Methods
Without LM With LM

CR AR CR AR

Wu et al. [35] 87.43 86.64 - 92.61

Wang et al. [31] 90.67 88.79 95.53 94.02

Wu et al. [36] - - 96.32 96.20

Wang et al. [34] 89.66 - 96.47 -

Wang et al. [33] 89.12 87.00 95.42 94.83

Sliding-Window 89.03 88.65 95.89 95.35

Sliding-Window + MAFS 90.71 90.16 96.43 96.15

Sliding-Window + CPN + MAFS 90.92 90.30 96.64 96.23

We believe that our convolutional prototype classifier is more reasonable than
linear classifiers, where blank is the rejection of character classes. Besides, the
model can converge better due to more reliable confidence. That is why CPN
can improve recognition performance in different datasets. As for our proposed
MAFS, sparser pseudo-label distribution can reduce the error caused by pseudo-
label estimation in the training process. Besides, most aligned frames can be
paid more attention in training by reducing the impact of other frames. So our
work can improve recognition performance.

4.4 Robustness and Alignment Evaluation

In this part, we analyze the effect of CPN and MAFS on model alignment and ro-
bustness. As far as we know, there is almost no evaluation standard of alignment
effect in the field of text recognition, so we propose an indirect experiment for
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(a) ORAND-CAR (b) CVL HDS

(c) IAM

Fig. 4: Visualization results of the datasets used in our experiments.

Table 4: Recognition rates of different models on the datasets MNIST.

MNIST string MNIST character

Sliding-Window + CNN 0.934 0.942

Sliding-Window + MAFS 0.932 0.956

Sliding-Window + CPN 0.939 0.983

alignment comparison. We train the model with string samples synthesized by
MNIST digital images and compare the character classification accuracy on the
MNIST test set. We believe the higher accuracy of character classification, the
more character-aligned frames are classified correctly in sequence recognition. It
also indirectly describes the alignment effect of the model. In the experiment,
we randomly select samples in the MNIST dataset and splice them into strings
with a length of 5 to 8. When the recognition accuracy with sequence samples is
similar, character classification accuracy can be a standard for comparing model
alignment effects. As shown in Table 4, with comparable recognition accuracy,
CPN and MASF have higher classification accuracy than CNN, which shows
that they lead to better alignment performance.

We also visualize the feature representation learned by CPN on the CAR
database. Although the ground truth per frame is not available, we choose the
category predicted by pseudo-label distribution for each frame as the label and
draw a scatter plot. In Fig. 5, different colors represent different classes. The



black dots represent the coordinate in feature dimension of prototypes, and blank
frames are not in this figure. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that samples cluster near
prototypes in the feature dimension, which proves that CPN has a robust feature
representation.

Fig. 5: Feature representation learned by CPN model on CAR

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a method for handwritten text recognition using con-
volutional prototype network for character classification and most aligned frame
based CTC training. Different from previous CTC-based methods, we regard
blank as the rejection of character classes and design a one-vs-all prototype clas-
sifier. The training strategy is based on the most aligned frame selection so as
to improve the accuracy of character location and classification. Experiments
on four handwritten text datasets confirm that our proposed methods can ef-
fectively improve text recognition performance, and the valuation on MNIST
also verifies that CPN is beneficial for better alignment and model robustness.
The proposed framework will be applied to more recognition scenarios (including
scene text recognition) for further evaluation and improvement.
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